Part 1 - Message From John:

“The goal is to go from a person that talks on an everyday basis to a person who connects and makes an impact everyday. Most people don’t lead their life, they accept it, hoping someone makes their day. You have to be thinking about how you are going to make another person’s day. The first thing you do is to put yourself in a place to connect with others. Remember, it is not about you, it is about others. Connecting is intentional. The second thing to remember is that great connectors always give a lot of energy in order to connect. When we are in a relationship that is full of energy, we are in a relationship that is full of life.” -John C. Maxwell

Part 2 - Personal Commitment: (insert your name on line below)

I ____________________________will make a commitment to connect with other people.

Partner Commitment: (insert your name on first line and other persons name on second line)

I ____________________________will make a commitment to connect with,

____________________________, ______________________________, ______________________________.

Part 3

Share the below message on Social Media: (copy and paste)

I just signed a commitment card that John Maxwell gave me and I hereby personally commit to connecting with other people, not just communicating with them.

Watch this video to find out more. http://johnmaxwellteam.com/few-connect-video/

Share the below message in an Email to each person listed above: (copy and paste)

I just signed a commitment card that John Maxwell gave me, stating that I here by personally commit to connecting more and on a deeper level with you.

Watch this video to find out more. http://johnmaxwellteam.com/few-connect-video/